ASTRAGALS & EDGE SETS
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215 FLAT BAR ASTRAGAL
1-1/2-inch (1-1/2”) flat bar astragal (FBA) typically furnished with 20-minute pairs of doors.

Other options available:
• 236 LEAD LINED FLAT BAR ASTRAGAL

WOOD ASTRAGAL
Wood astragal 1-7/8 inch (1-7/8”) typically furnished with non-rated and 20-minute pairs of doors.

Other options available:
• LEAD LINED WOOD ASTRAGAL

205 STANDARD BEVEL ASTRAGAL
1-inch (1”) “H” shaped astragal, typically furnished with lead-lined doors.

Other options available:
• 204 SQUARE ASTRAGAL
• 210 REVERSE BEVEL ASTRAGAL

207 STANDARD BEVEL ASTRAGAL SET
1-inch (1”) legged metal channel & “H” shaped astragal set, typically furnished with 45-, 60- and 90-minute pairs of single egress doors.

Other options available:
• 209 PARALLEL BEVEL (DOUBLE EGRESS PAIRS)
• 211 REVERSE BEVEL
• 212 SQUARE ASTRAGAL & STANDARD BEVEL EDGE
• 217 SQUARE ASTRAGAL & EDGE
• 218 REVERSE BEVEL ASTRAGAL & SQUARE EDGE
• 219 STANDARD BEVEL ASTRAGAL & SQUARE EDGE
• 222 SQUARE ASTRAGAL & EDGE (DUTCH DOOR)
• 226 SQUARE ASTRAGAL & REVERSE BEVEL EDGE
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208 STANDARD BEVEL EDGE SET
1-inch (1") legged metal channel set, typically furnished with 45-, 60- and 90-minute pairs where surface vertical rod or rim exit devices are used.

Other options available:
• 223 SQUARE EDGE SET
• 224 STANDARD BEVEL EDGE & SQUARE EDGE SET
• 225 PARALLEL BEVEL EDGE SET (DOUBLE EGRESS PAIRS)

250 METAL CHANNEL (5”)
5-inch (5") legged metal channel set, typically furnished with all doors with a concealed vertical rod exit device.

Other options available:
• 251-277.5 MODEL SPECIFIC 5” METAL CHANNELS